
B-048-001

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.

 

B-048-002

Following the receipt of this letter, CRC project staff met with Gramor

Development representatives two times, in September of 2008 and in

January of 2009, to answer questions, provide information, and establish

an open line of communication between CRC staff and the developer.

The CRC project is not expected to affect the site of Gramor's planned

development on the Columbia Waterfront property.
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B-048-003

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.

 

B-048-004

Given the importance of the waterfront development, the project team

has worked to avoid and/or minimize impacts near to it. When impacting

the development is unavoidable, the CRC project team will work with you

to coordinate detours, noise, and other construction related impacts. The

FEIS is not meant to be able to clearly identify all construction related

impacts. In fact, a project can not be developed further than 30% design

during the NEPA process. 

 

B-048-005

We can not commit to registered mail updates.  However, the CRC

project has had additional meetings with Gramor Development since the

DEIS and continues to strive to coordinate the on-going development of

the project with all stakeholders. 

 

B-048-006

Construction of the CRC project would begin in 2013 at the earliest. The

project may use a parcel adjacent to the Waterfront development for

construction staging, but this use is not expected to interfere with the

construction of the Waterfront development.

 

B-048-007

CRC project construction would begin in 2013 at the earliest. Project

staff does not foresee any shortfalls in the supply of manpower,

equipment, or materials for project construction.

 

B-048-008

We have enjoyed working through these issues with yourself, the City of
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Vancouver, the Port of Vancouver and others. The interface in this area

is critical to the viability of your project and the redevelopment of the Red

Lion at the Quay property. Currently a system of roundabouts has been

planned. These provide good traffic flow as well as unique urban design

opportunities.  Please refer to Chapter 2 of the FEIS for details regarding

these designs.

 

B-048-009

Five sites have been identified in the FEIS as possible locations for

construction staging or casting for the CRC project. Three of these sites

are located in Washington; two within the Port of Vancouver complex

and one located immediately adjacent the the I-5 bridge. An additional

two sites are located in Oregon; one in Gresham and one on Hayden

Island immediately adjacent to the I-5 bridge. These sites vary in size

from 3 to 95 acres, and would require varying degrees of preparation in

order to be used for construction staging or casting. One of the Port of

Vancouver sites or the Gresham site could provide access to the river for

barging large bridge components, but their use would depend on the

bridge construction method that is ultimately chosen. Please see

Chapter 2, Section 2.3.3 for more detail on these possible sites.

One or more of these sites may be selected by the contractor to use, or

alternately, the contractor could choose a different site. Given that a

specific site has not been identified for the contractors use, detailed

layouts of the site and traffic routing plans are not yet available.

The potential impacts of these sites on surrounding properties and the

environment are described in each section of Chapter 3 of the FEIS.

 

B-048-010

The parcel containing the Red Lion at the Quay Hotel and Centennial

Conference Center has been identified in the FEIS has a full property

acquisition, resulting the displacement of the uses on the parcel. It is not
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expected that the Columbia Shores Executive Offices would be

displaced by the project.

The site of the Red Lion at the Quay Hotel has been identified as a

possible construction staging location. This site would not be large

enough to accomodate the casting of large bridge components, and

therefore has not been identified as a possible location for a casting

yard. It is not expected that this site would extend beyond the existing

location of the hotel and conference center. Please see Chapter 2,

Section 2.3.3 for more detail about this site.

 

B-048-011

The project team, through coordination with the utility owners and

construction staging planning, will develop a Conceptual Utility

Relocation Plan that indicates how utilities will be relocated, where they

will be relocated to, how much the relocation will cost, and who is

responsible for the relocation (i.e., the DOT or the utility owner). This

plan will also propose a schedule for when the utilities should be

relocated in coordination with the construction to minimize any potential

temporary impacts to utility services. The project team will also work

closely with the utility owners to ensure that any temporary outages are

communicated to their customers.

 

B-048-012

Columbia Way has been identified as a detour route for traffic exiting or

entering SR 14 from downtown Vancouver during the reconstruction of

the I-5/SR 14 interchange. As a detour route, maintaining movement

along Columbia Way will be important. However, reconstruction of

Columbia Way and the waterfront trail, demolishing the existing

structures, and other activities will require at least short term closures of

Columbia Way.
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B-048-013

The CRC project team cannot guarantee the exact timing and duration of

construction for this project along the Vancouver waterfront, as this will

be dictated in part by contractor requirements and funding availability.

However, the project recognizes the importance of maintaining access to

the waterfront and the existing marina and associated dock moorings,

and will attempt to minimize any restrictions to these areas. No specific

impediments have been identified for barge traffic and other marine

loading and off-loading from the Gramor development site, but it is likely

that during certain times of construction of the CRC project adjacent to

this site that river traffic will need to be coordinated between the two

construction efforts to avoid potential conflicts between vessels and in-

water and shoreline work.

 

B-048-014

The FEIS includes a description of the LPA and associated stations,

alignment and terminus in Chapter 2. The impacts of the LPA, including

light rail transit are included throughout Chapter 3: Existing Conditions

and Environmental Consequences. Specific impacts to surrounding land

uses are analyzed in Chapter 3 (Section 3.4) Land Use and Economics.

The CRC Project is focused on providing a high-capacity transit option

through downtown Vancouver to Clark College. RTC has completed a

High-Capacity Transit System Study which recommends specific high-

capacity transit improvements, including light rail, bus rapid transit and

bus service improvements that will best serve Clark County residents in

the mid-term (by 2030) and long-term (beyond 2030). To view their Final

HCT System Study, visit RTC’s website at www.rtc.wa.gov. Though

these recommendations are designed to connect with CRC transit

improvements, they are not part of the CRC project.

Connectivity and impact to existing C-Tran bus routes is addressed in

Chapter 2 (Section 2.2) and in the Transit Technical Report.
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B-048-015

Thank you for your comment. Preferences for specific alternatives or

options, as expressed in comments received before and after the

issuance of the DEIS, were shared with local sponsor agencies to

inform decision making. Light rail with the Clark College terminus was

selected as the preferred form of high-capacity transit. For further

description of the light rail alignment please see Chapter 2 (Section 2.1)

of the FEIS.

 

B-048-016

Both current and future land use is one of the criteria used to determine

the locations of proposed transit facilities. Other considerations include

traffic impacts, property impacts, and overall transit operations.  The five

proposed stations will support current and planned residential and

commercial development. As an example, the Clark College terminus

station will serve a community and senior center, a community college,

and the Veterans Administration campus.

Current plans show light rail stations in the following locations: a station

near the center of the street on Washington between 5th and 6th

Streets;  a pair of stations (one northbound and one southbound) on the

Washington-Broadway couplet; one pair of platforms near Evergreen

Boulevard; and one pair near 15th Street.

For more information, please see Chapter 2 of the FEIS.

 

B-048-017

The Clark College transit terminus was chosen by project sponsors as

part of the LPA in July 2008, as it was deemed to most effectively

balance the cost of the project and the projected community benefits.

RTC’s Clark County High Capacity Transit System Study, published in

December of 2008, analyzed specific high-capacity transit improvements
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that could connect with existing and future transit facilities and be

extended throughout Clark County To view their Final HCT System

Study, visit RTC’s website at www.rtc.wa.gov.

 

B-048-018

The light rail transit stations will be designed as independent stops for

the currently planned system. There will be access to and from the

stations similar to access to the existing stations in Portland. Riders will

be able to transfer to and from buses at many of the stations, as

addressed in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2) of the FEIS.  If in the future,

additional forms of transit are added, the future transit modes can be

designed for integration into the LRT system.

 

B-048-019

The CRC project would likely request an airspace easement over BNSF

for the operation of light rail over the railway. Details regarding such an

easement would be determined following the Record of Decision and

during property appraisals and negotiations.

 

B-048-020

The CRC project does not expect to require any property acquisitions or

easements from the site of the planned Waterfront Development. For

maps showing proposed property acquisitions and easments, please see

Section 3.3, Property Acquisitions and Displacements, in the FEIS.

 

B-048-021

Please see response to comment B-048-022.

 

B-048-022

Please see response to comment B-048-020. The CRC project does not

expect to require any easements from the the Red Lion at the Quay or

Columbia Executive Suites, though property will be permanently
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acquired from the Red Lion at the Quay and the hotel displaced, as

described in the above responses. 

 

B-048-023

Current bridge engineering plans are preliminary and will be revised prior

to final engineering so any data provided will change prior to

construction. The CRC project will provide, at minimum, a navigation

channel 300' wide and 95' high (0 CRC=5.28' NAVD88).

The process and size of the navigation channel was determined in

consultation with the US Coast Guard. For more information please see

the Navigation Technical Report.

 

B-048-024

The marina located at the Vancouver Landing at Terminal One is not

expected to be impacted by the CRC project. The marinas referred to in

the DEIS are those located in North Portland Harbor.

 

B-048-025

Bicycle and pedestrian access along the Waterfront Trail beneath I-5 will

be maintained as much as possible during project construction.

However, construction of the new bridges, Columbia Way and Waterfront

Trail, demolition of the existing bridges, and other construction activities

may require short term closures of access along the trail. In the event of

such a closure, a detour will be provided.

It has not yet been determined exactly how the Waterfront Trail will be

aligned beneath the new bridges. The plan for this trail will be developed

in close coordination with the City of Vancouver. 

 

B-048-026

Please see response to comment B-048-024.
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B-048-027

Thank you for taking the time to submit your comments on the I-5 CRC

DEIS.
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